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Designed and tested to ensure adequate exposure of even the more intricate parts of equipment with one button 
fail-safe operation, something that most other units don’t consider.

Common devices normally are engineered to provide a dosage that is either only adequate for hard surface 
decontamination, or leave it to the customer, on site, to be responsible for calculating dosage. Many units are only 
intended for casual decontamination of hard surface personal items like mobile phones or jewellery.
Microphones are actually inserted directly into an artists respiratory path and MUST be treated as an item that needs 
to be CLINICALLY clean in the same way a dentist or doctors tools must. Treating it as a hand held casual device like a 
mobile phone is dangerously inadequate, negligent even.

Factory set dose calculated to provide adequate exposure of all parts to internationally, scienti�cally, recognised 
levels, proven in laboratory studies, adequate to kill most common pathogens including SARS Cov-2.

Excessive dosage, way above commonly available consumer units designed to ensure that even poorly loaded or 
complex items receive adequate recommended exposure under operating conditions.

Large exposure chamber �tted with carefully positioned geometrically opposed high power light sources in a di�use 
re�ective chamber to reduce to a minimum any possible shadows. This assures that all sides of any items placed in 
the chamber always get the correct dosage when used with correct support systems. There is no need to turn-over 
any items to ensure correct exposure, (can lead to accidental cross contamination of surfaces) it is unlikely any 
correctly inserted item will have unexposed sides.

Foolproof operation. So long as the items are correctly placed on the support structures, the one-button pre-set dose 
operation ensures that there is no way the unit can display a green “Complete” light without all items having been 
correctly exposed. The process cannot be interrupted interfered with, or items added or removed, and then the 
green complete light be incorrectly displayed at the end. Users cannot select incorrect dosage or operate the 
machine erroneously. There is only one possible outcome when the green light is displayed, correct exposure dose.

The first Professional AV Bio-Safety system that you can 
trust, designed to ensure safe and easy exposure of all 
your personal AV equipment to the correct requirements 

UV-C Exposure details

Measured direct surface exposure - 2.5 to 5mW/cm2

Light source UVC output - 2x10W certified

Chamber surface reflectivity - 50%

Standard time averaged exposure dosage - ~.72W/cm2

Disinfection 99.9%      mW/cm2/sec 

Bacterium coli (in air)   2.1
Legionella pneumophila  2.76
Dysentery bacilli  6.6
Baccillus tuberculi  30
Infectus Hepatitis   17.4
Influenza 1  10.2
Covid 19    20

All operation and exposures must be carried out n accordance with a 
specific risk assessment for the items in question, pathogen,  and type 
of use they are under. Dosage should be measured on-site to ensure 
correct processing. (Altered exposure times available on request)
E&OE Document subject to updates or modi�cations

Easy use

Correct calculated dose for common AV Equipment

Calculated to kill all relevant pathogens

Correctly exposes hard to reach parts of most communications equipment

Correct presentation of items for exposure

Guaranteed certified exposure times in a production environment


